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Abstract—During early visual development, the infant’s body
and actions both create and constrain the experiences on which
the visual system grows. Evidence on early motor development
suggests a bias for acting on objects with the eyes, head, trunk,
hands, and object aligned at midline. Because these sensorymotor bodies structure visual input, they may also play a role
in the development of visual attention: attended objects are at
the center of a head- and body-centered scene. In this study,
we designed a table-top object exploration task, in which infants
and parents were presented with novel objects for joint play
and examination. Using a head-mounted eye-tracking system,
we measured each infant’s point of gaze relative to the head
when attending objects. With an additional overhead camera, we
recorded the position of each object relative to the infant’s body.
We show that even during free toy play, infants tend to bring
attended objects towards their body’s midline and attend objects
with head and eyes aligned, systematically creating images with
the attended object at center.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Berkeley [1] proposed that the spatial aspects of vision
would be explained by the body’s morphology and its propensity for action. Berkeley’s idea may be best understood as it
is in developmental robotics, in terms of how the baby’s body
and actions constrain and create the experiences on which the
visual system grows. The dependence of sensory experience
on the body’s morphology has been a core idea in robotics [2]
and developmental robotics especially [3], [4].
A. The Body’s Midline and Motor Development
The human body is a complex system with many degrees
of freedom. As infants discover new motor skills within this
complex system, stability and coordination pose profound
problems [5]. Early in development, infants solve this problem
by limiting degrees of freedom for movement to action at or
near the body’s midline. For example, when first beginning
to reach, infants reach with both hands and do not cross the
midline, and do so more accurately and smoothly for objects
presented at midline to the body versus objects presented
laterally [6], [7]. Infants as old as 12 and 18 months who
have multiple targets in view show strong biases to reach to the
object that is nearest to midline [8]. Holding objects at midline
stabilizes and aligns the trunk and head so that infants who are
just beginning to sit, sit longer when holding an object with
two hands at midline [9] and infants who are just beginning
to walk, walk more stably and take more steps when holding

an object at midline [10]. All these phenomena are generally
understood in terms of constraining the degrees of freedom –
by aligning eyes, head, hands and trunk – within a complex
motor system to create stabilities and controlled action.
These same motor processes may also play a role in
the development of sustained visual attention. When infants,
toddlers, and children look at objects in the world, they
typically do so with aligned head and eyes (see [11] for a
review). Although heads and eyes can be directed in different
directions, for toddlers they are usually aligned in the context
of freely moving bodies acting in a 3-dimensional world [12],
[13]. Other evidence suggests a possible role for aligned hands
in sustained attention as well, with episodes of long duration of
looking at objects being characterized by an infant-held object
at midline with both eyes and head directed to the object [14].
In brief, the evidence on early motor development suggests
a bias for viewing and acting on objects with the eyes, head,
trunk, hands, and object aligned at midline; this bias decreases
degrees of freedom and supports the dynamic stability of the
system and controlled action. This bias – emergent from the
body’s morphology – must also structure visual scenes, placing
objects at the center of a head- and body-centered scene, and
if so, this regularity should be pervasive. This is the hypothesis
that we test in the present study. In the General Discussion, we
consider how this regularity in the infant’s visual experience
may be foundational in the development of the human visual
system.
B. Rationale for the Present Approach
To test this hypothesis, we used a table-top object exploration task in which infant and a parent were presented with
three novel objects for play and examination. The parent sat
across the table from the infant and was only told to help their
child engage with the objects. The objects, in principle, could
be looked at and reached for at any location on the table. We
chose this object play context with a mature partner because
it is the natural context in which infants explore objects and
shift action and attention among those objects, thus providing
many opportunities for coordinating (or not coordinating) eyes,
heads, and hands, and creating scenes in which the attended
object is at the body’s midline. The participants were recruited
from two age groups that spanned a period of from lesser (9
to 12 month olds) to greater (15 to 19 month olds) object

D. Head-Mounted Eye Tracking
The infant wore a head-mounted eye tracking system
(Positive Science LLC), which included an infrared camera,
mounted on the head and pointed to the right eye of the infant,
that recorded eye images, and a scene camera that captured
the infant’s field of view. The scene camera was wide-angled
(108◦ diag. FOV), providing a broad view to approximate the
full visual field [15]. Both cameras recorded data at 30 Hz.
E. Overhead Camera
Fig. 1. Experimental setup. Child and parent play with a set of 3 toys at
a table. Both wear head-mounted eye tracking systems (although we do not
consider the data from the parent in this work). An additional camera (not
seen in the figure) is mounted over the table and records the bird’s-eye view
of the interaction.

manipulation skills. Parents participated in the play session to
sustain infant engagement with the objects. Their participation
also offers the opportunity to compare midline scene biases in
parent-held versus infant-held objects. Infants wore a headmounted eye-tracker with a head-centered scene camera. The
principal dependent measures were the spatial distributions of
object-directed gaze in the head-camera image and the spatial
distributions of those objects on the tabletop.
II. M ETHOD
A. Participants
The participants were 17 infants (7 male) between 9 and 12
months of age (mean age 10.9 mo, SD 1.5 mo) and 16 infants
(11 male) between 15 and 19 months of age (mean age 17.3
mo, SD 1.6 mo).
B. Experimental Setup
Infant and parent sat across from each other at a white table
with dimensions 43×91×63 cm. The infant sat on a chair that
was centered at the table’s midpoint. The chair, as shown in
Figure 1, had sides that supported the trunk and constrained but
not did not completely eliminate trunk movement, such that
objects at midline to the body should be at the center of the
table. Heads and eyes were free to orient in any direction, as
evident in the figure. The parent sat on the floor directly across
from the infant such that the distances between the center of
the table to the parents and childs eyes were each each around
45 cm. In order to create a visually clean setup and to allow
for easy coding of objects, everything in the room was white,
and parents and infants wore white jackets (see Figure 1).
C. Stimuli
Each participant played with six unique toy objects selected from a pool of 15 novel objects (on average, about
9.5×6.5×5.0 cm), created in the laboratory. Within a set of
three objects, each individual object was a single uniform but
different colorr – blue, red or green.

An additional camera was mounted above the table center,
perpendicular to the table’s surface and including the whole
table top in view, to provide a clean overhead view of the
interaction. The overhead camera also recorded data at 30 Hz
and was synchronized with the head-mounted cameras.
F. Procedure
A team of two experimenters placed the eye-tracking system
on the toddler and performed a calibration procedure (see [15]
for details). Parents were instructed to play with their child
naturally with three toys at a time for a total of four trials,
each lasting around 1.5 minutes. If necessary, the eye-tracking
system was re-calibrated between trials.
G. Data Processing and Coding
1) Head-mounted eye tracking data: Based on the eye
tracking data, we annotated moments in which children overtly
attended one of the three toy objects. Coding was done by
trained human coders naı̈ve to the specific hypotheses. Frame
by frame, they coded when the cross-hair indicating gaze fell
on any part of the three objects (see Figure 3 (a) for an example
frame, and [16] for more details).
Due to the geometry of the eye tracking system, the recorded
gaze, although accurate, may have a constant offset with
respect to the scene camera center. Thus, after the coding
process, gaze data was shifted such that the mean gaze position
of each trial was at the center of the scene camera. On average,
gaze was shifted 30px (6% of vertical camera resolution) up
and 35px (5% of horizontal resolution) to the left to adjust
for the imperfect camera alignment.
2) Overhead camera data: We extracted the position and
shape of each of the three objects in view of the overhead
camera, which directly corresponded to their position on the
table (see Figure 2 (a) for an example frame). Objects were
detected automatically based on optimized color thresholds
(see [16] for details).
3) Held object observation data: Using both the firstperson video and the overhead video for reference, human
coders determined frame by frame if child or parent were
holding one of the three objects. Holding was defined as any
hand contact with an object.
III. R ESULTS
By hypothesis, toddlers bring attended objects to the midline
of their body and attend to them with eyes and head aligned.
Two frames of reference are relevant to this hypothesis: (1) the
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Fig. 2. Locations of toy objects on the table. a) Example of a frame captured by the overhead camera, with the child sitting south and the parent sitting
north of the table. Object shapes of the target (blue) and the distractors (red) were extracted automatically. b) Heatmap visualization of targets (top row) and
distractors (bottom row) across the table. Heatmaps were created by accumulating object shapes across all subjects. c) The same visualization with data split
based upon who is holding the target object.
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Fig. 3. Toddler eye gaze within the head-centered reference frame. a) Example of a frame captured by the toddler’s head camera. Overlaid is a cross-hair
indicating the xy-position of the toddler’s gaze. b) Heatmap visualization of toddler gaze when targeting a toy object, accumulated across all subjects. c) The
same visualization with gaze data split into age groups. For visualization purposes, each map was slightly smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (σ = 8px).

location of objects (attended and not-attended) in the physical
world and in relation to the child’s body, and (2) the location
of the child’s gaze within the head camera image. If infants
actively orient objects at their body’s midline when attending
to them, the physical location of attended and unattended
objects should differ. Whereas unattended objects (potential
but not current targets of attention) should be scattered all
over the table, attended objects (objects to which the child’s
gaze is directed at that moment) should be centered on the
table, at the midline of the child’s body.
A. Object Locations on the Table
Figure 2 (b) shows heat maps of toy locations on the table,
created by accumulating the extracted object shapes from
the tabletop camera across all frames and all subjects (i.e.
both age groups). The top row shows only the objects that
were directly attended by the child (target) while the bottom
row shows the two unattended objects (distractors) for the
same moments in time. As is apparent, the unattended toys
were located all over the table (to the right, at midline, and
to left of the child) but the attended toys were physically
located in the center of the table. On a per subject level,
we entered the mean absolute lateral distance from object
centroid to table midline into a 2 (age: young/old) × 2 (object:
target/distractor) analysis of variance and found a main effect
of object (F (1, 60) = 51.28, p < 0.001), where target objects

were closer to the table midline than distractors. No other
effects approached significance.
We further divided the data depending on whether the target
object was held by the child, the parent, or neither (top row
of Figure 2c). A per subject 2 (age: young/old) × 3 (holding: child/parent/neither) analysis of variance on the absolute
lateral distance from the target centroid to the table midline
found a main effect of holding (F (2, 88) = 8.32, p < 0.001),
where targets that were not held were further away from the
table center than held targets, with no difference between child
holding and parent holding. However, targets that were not
held were still closer to the center than their corresponding
distractors (t-test; t(29) = 3.93, p < 0.001).
In summary, for both younger and older infants, attended
objects were located close to the toddler’s body midline when
held by the child, held by the parent, and to a lesser degree
when not held by anyone.
B. Overall Eye-Head Alignment
The midline bias also predicts that infant gaze will be
close to the center of the head-camera image; that is, that
objects will be attended with heads and eyes aligned. Figure
3 (b) shows the distribution of gaze within the head-camera
image for moments when gaze was directed at a toy object,
accumulated across all subjects. Indeed, most of the eye gaze
is very close around the head-camera (i.e. field of view)
center, with little horizontal or vertical variance (σx = 79px

or 25% of horizontal FOV, σy = 84px or 35% of vertical
FOV). We further investigated, on a per subject level, whether
the mean of the gaze distribution significantly differed from
the center of the field of view, and found no difference in
x-position but a significant difference in y-position (t-test;
t(32) = −10.36, p < 0.001), where the eye gaze mean was
slightly below the FOV center.
Figure 3 (c) splits the data between younger and older
infants. We compared both groups in terms of per subject
horizontal/vertical variance and horizontal/vertical mean, and
found that older infants tend to have a larger vertical variance
(t-test; t(31) = −2.55, p = 0.016), with no other significant
differences.
In summary, infant gaze tends to be very close to the center
of the field of view when attending a target object, with a
mean slightly below the center. This small shift is likely due
toy objects being located on the table top below the toddler.
Older infants are more likely to have a greater vertical (but
not horizontal) variance in gaze, meaning that they still attend
objects at body (or head) midline.
C. Eye-Head Alignment based on Holding Objects and Object
Location
We further investigate how the toddler’s eye-head alignment
is affected by toddler or parent holding the target object, as
well as by the distance between the target and table center
(and by proxy the toddler’s body midline). Figure 4 divides
the toddler’s eye gaze (when targeting a toy) based on who
is holding the target. Additionally, we divided the table into
three equally sized regions (left/center/right) and further split
the gaze data based on the table region where the centroid of
the target was located.
On a per subject basis, we performed a 3 (holding:
child/parent/neither) × 3 (target position: left/center/right)
analysis of variance on the vertical/horizontal gaze center
as well as the vertical/horizontal gaze variance. We found a
significant effect of holding, where the infants’ gaze tends
to be lower when infants are holding the toy (F (2, 266) =
43.74, p < 0.001). We further found an effect of target
position, where the gaze center tends to be more to the
left/right if the target is on the left/right side of the table
(F (2, 266) = 194.86, p < 0.001). However, this horizontal
offset is rather small, such that toddlers likely also aligned
their heads towards the off-center targets.
D. Bringing Targets towards the Body Midline
Figure 4 also shows that moments in which the target object
is not centered on the table are rare (26%) and that the target
is usually held by either parent or child (74%). We thus
investigated whether off-center moments happen randomly
or if toddlers (and maybe also parents) actively bring offcenter targets towards the toddler’s body midline. Figure 5
summarizes our results by plotting the proportion of instances
in which the target object was centered on the table as a
function of time. We defined being “centered” based on the
same three-region split of the table as in Figure 4. The blue
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Fig. 4. Toddler eye gaze across different conditions. Heatmap visualizations
(across both age groups), split based upon who is holding the target object
(rows) and where on the table the target object is located (columns).

solid line shows targets held by the toddler which were offcenter at the toddler’s attentional onset. After 3 seconds,
around 65% of those targets were brought to the table center
by the toddler. Interestingly, parents (red solid line) were also
likely to center target toys that were initially off-center (around
52% after 3 seconds). Conversely, targets that were already
centered at the toddler’s attentional onset (dotted lines) tend
to stay centered around 90% of the time.
In summary, moments where attentional targets are away
from the toddler’s body midline tend to be rare and happen
predominantly at the beginning of the attentional onset. Toddlers (and to a lesser extend parents) are likely to subsequently
bring the target object towards the toddler’s body midline.
IV. G ENERAL D ISCUSSION
There are three central findings. First, both the younger
and older infants were strongly biased to view objects with
aligned heads and eyes, such that the attended object was
at the center of the head-centered scene. Second, this bias
was linked to manual actions, by both infant and parent, that
located attended objects at the midline of the infant’s body.
Third, infants dynamically coordinate eyes, head, and body to
bring the attended object to midline such that objects rapidly
become centered after initial gaze is directed to the object.
A. Sustained Attention
Adults have great flexibility in both their body and the
spatial orientation of visual attention. In laboratory visual
attention tasks, adults can readily attend to one specific location (and rapidly detect objects at that location) without
moving the eyes and while eye gaze is fixated elsewhere
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Fig. 5. Proportion of instances where the toddler’s visual target was centered
on the table. During the first 3 seconds after the attentional onset of the toddler,
targets that were initially off-center (solid lines) are likely to be brought
towards the table center. Conversely, targets that were already centered tend
to stay centered (dotted lines). Shaded areas depict standard error. We plot
the first 3 seconds after the attentional onset because uninterrupted attention
to the object rarely lasted longer (mean duration 1.6s, SD 1.8s).

(e.g. [17], [18]). Thus spatial attention in adults is internal
and does not require moving the sensors toward the attended
object. However, adult attention is also tied to the body. Adults
typically orient eye gaze to the attended location. Moreover,
eye movements [19], [20], head movements [21], and hand
movements [22]–[24] bias visual attention in the direction of
the movement. Visual attention thus appears coupled to mechanisms of directional action, perhaps because, more often than
not, we direct attention in preparation for action. Moreover,
other adult studies show that aligned heads and eyes are better
for visual processing by multiple measures than misaligned
heads and eyes (e.g., [25]–[27]). This alignment may help
stabilize visual attention on a visual target. This has been
suggested to be a factor in infant attention [28], [29]. For
example, in a study of 1- to 4-year-olds, Ruff & Capozzoli
[29] noted that concentrated and sustained attention during
play was associated with minimal extraneous bodily activity
and a posture that centered the object and brought it closer to
the face and eyes.
Recent findings from head camera studies also suggest
that effective toddler attention is associated with a still head,
holding an object, and the centering of the object with respect
to the head and the head-centered visual scene [16], [30]. In
these studies, parents named objects as infants and parents
played with them, and then, after play infants were tested to
determine which object names were learned. Head-mounted
camera images were selected that surrounded parent naming
moments and these images were categorized in terms of
whether the subsequent testing showed that the object had been
learned or not. The results showed that the stability (over 5 to
7 seconds) of the child view of the named object at midline
predicted object name learning. In brief, these ideas support
the proposal that the sustained alignment of the eyes, head,
body, and attended object at midline support infant visual
attention and learning. Thus, the coordinated head-eye-object
alignment seen in the present study may be the bodily underpinning of effective visual attention and its development.

B. The Scene Statistics that build the Attentional System
The human visual system appears to build itself at every
level by incorporating the statistical regularities in visual
experiences into the visual circuitry. Infants and toddlers
actively create scenes in which attended and handled objects
are at midline. These early pervasive regularities may explain
basic properties of human adult vision. For example, adults
are biased to fixate and begin viewing a scene (presented on
a screen) at the center of the image and they process scenecenter information more rapidly (e.g., [31]–[34]). This centerof-scene bias also extends to adult gaze in natural everyday
contexts in which adults freely move while performing goaldirected actions [35]. Adults also show a near-hand bias,
attending to objects near their own hands and near the hands
of others. In a variety of detection and discrimination studies,
adults show faster and more accurate performance when the
visual target is near their own hands [36], and in several recent
studies also near the hand of another in joint action tasks
[37]. The center-scene and near-hand biases are so strong in
adults that adult gaze within a head centered scene can be
predicted with minimal error from just the scene’s properties of
proximity of objects to hands and center [35]. It seems highly
likely that the coordinated and centered nature of heads, hands,
and eyes in young infants creates the statistical regularities
from which the scene-center and near-hand biases in adults
emerge.
The eyes-head-hands biases may also play a role in other
early developmental achievements. For example, the extant
evidence shows that very young infants follow another’s gaze
in highly restricted viewing contexts (e.g., [38], [39]), but also
shows that the spatial resolution of gaze following is often not
sufficient for navigating real-time social interactions in more
spatially complex social settings (e.g., [15], [40]–[42]). Critically, the spatial complexity of social interactions explodes
as infants become more physically active and transition from
social interactions dominated by face-to-face play to social
interactions that are dominated by shared engagement with
objects [43]. In one study using simultaneous head-mounted
eye trackers worn by toddlers and parents, Yu and Smith
[15] found that one-year-old infants coordinated their own
gaze with that of the parent, not by following parent eyegaze, but by fixating on and following parent hand movements
to objects (to which parent eye gaze was also dynamically
coordinated). Computational modelers have further proposed
that hand-following – with its superior spatial precision – may
tune and refine gaze following (e.g., [15], [44], [45]), which
in principle could enable gaze skills to increasingly meet the
challenge of complex interactions with objects.
C. Conclusion
In conclusion, the regularities of infant ego-centric scenes
are likely to have an outsized influence on the development
of the human visual system. The properties of those scenes
depend on infant sensory-motor systems. Here we show that
the system is strongly biased to actively create scenes in which
the attended object is at the center of that scene, and during

which eyes, head, and the location of the object relative to the
body are aligned and centered.
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